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“Bugle and Yarrington is a blend of Evelyn Waugh and P. G. Wodehouse –
mischievous, very English, and great fun.” – The Times
“Bugle & Yarrington is the funniest legal novel since Rumpole and one we would
certainly buy!” – The Barrister Magazine
“There are rumours that James James has written a very fine legal novel.”
– The White & Case Reporter
“There is very little actual law involved… Lawyers and non-lawyers will find the
book entertaining and enjoyable.” – The Law Society Gazette
Bugle & Yarrington is a humorous satire on the many absurdities of the legal profession. James James,
a lawyer, narrates proceedings through his sceptical yet human and ultimately sympathetic viewpoint.
He is unexpectedly promoted to partner in the Mayfair firm of Bugle & Yarrington while he is still
wondering how and why he became a lawyer in the first place. But this is soon forgotten when the
more vexing issue of attractive women confronts him. James’ normally less than logical and clearheaded thinking is further muddled as he tries to steer his professional life away from disaster and his
personal life into bed.
James writes this comic legal satire with lightness and humour, and along with the laughter may be
glimpsed the emergent struggle of a humane and moral man.
James James is the pen name of an established London lawyer. He hopes his book will make some of
his contemporaries lighten up and smile, and that anyone not of a legal persuasion will have a good
time laughing at those who are.
Further information available at:
www.bluemarkbooks.com and
www.jamesjamesauthor.com
Press kit available at:
www.bluemarkbooks.com/press.html
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